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Toroidal cores using ultra-thin 4-79 Molybdenum Permalloy tapes, wound
on ceramic or stainless steel bobbins are employed in non-linear transformer applications in computers, such as shift registers, switching or gate transformers,
pulse transformers, and other elements of logic circuits. The theory and application of these ultra-thin tape cores have been under development for a number
of years, and the technical literature of the past decade is replete with numerous contributions to the advancement of the technology. (See Bibliography in
Appendix. )
It is here sought to approach this technology with a summary oriented
to review the specific parameters important to the practical specification of
bobbin cores for use in computer logic circuits.
The bobbin core USing ultra-thin tape should be distinguished from
the familiar tape-wound toroid commonly used in magnetic amplifiers, saturable
reactors, and other special transformers. As a practical matter, the two types
can be distinguished on the basis of both physical construction and operating
conditions. It should be emphasized that these distinctions are useful for discussion purposes and are not to be thought of as mutually exclusive.
The features of construction which generally distinguish bobbin cores
from tape-wound magnetic amplifier cores are:

(

Tape Thickness -- Bobbin cores generally use ultra-thill 4-79 Molybdenum Permalloy tapes, nominally 1/8 mil, 1/4 mil or 1/2 mil thick; magnetic amplifier cores customarily use tape thicknesses of 1 mil, 2 mil, 4- mil, 6 mil or
even 12 mils nominal. Magnetic amplifier tapes may be 4-79 Molybdenum Permalloy,
--------
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50j-50j gr'ain-orielted lUclte~ Iron, or 'JI, grain-oriented Silicon Iron. (Some
bobbin cores are JI'laDUfactured With ~..
grain-oriented NickeJ. Iron).

m

.
Core Size -- Bobbin cores general.1:y' have a mean length of magnetic
path of less than 1.5 inches (core I.D.of less than .5) whiJ.e magnetic amplifier care mean magnetic path lengths are genera.l.ly greater.. The size division
is cert~ not rigid, but bobbin cores are commonly thought of as being smaller than most tape-wound magnetic amplifier cores.
Pbysical Core Sup})Or't -- Bobbin cores derive their name from the fact
that they are wound on certmlic or stainless steeJ. bobbins which provide support
for the tape toroid from the very begfnn1 n gof the manufactur~ process because
of the extreme strain seIlSitivity of the ultra-thin (1/8 miJ., 1/4 mil, and 1/2
mil) tape materials. A protective jacket of a pol1ester, nyJ.on, pol1ethyJ.ene,.
or other material is often placed over the open &age of the bobbiIlS to protect
the magnetic tape dur~ handl1ng and the winding of the wire on the cores.
Magnetic amplifier cores are generaJ.l.y self-supporting, and are placed in aluminum, phenoJ.ic, or plastiC cases only to protect the core from the strains resulting from handling and the ultimate winding of the wire on the core.
The features of the operating conditiOIlS which generaJ.l.y
bobbin cores from tape-wound :magnetic amplifier cores are:

dis~ingu1sh

Frequency -- Bobbin cores are generally used in computer circuits
where the frequencies or pulse repetition rates may be as high as several hundred kiJ.ocycles per second; magnetic amplifier cores general1y operate at 60 or
400 cycles per second, although some of the J.atest -applicatioIlS go as high as
1600, 2400 and 6000 cycles per second.

0

Shape of Jwplied Currents -- Bobbin cores are generaJ.l.yused with rectangular or other sharp rise time pul;ses. . Magnetic ampJ.ifier cores generally'
operate unde:r sinusoidal voJ.tage conditions.
Core· ~estins -- Bobbin cores are generaJ.ly tested under pulse conditions .using rectangular pulses with rise times in the range of .1 to .5 microseconds; magnetic amplifier cores are generally tested under sinusoidal conditiOIlS, both full waye and half wave, at 60 cycJ.es, 400 cycles, or higher, and
in combination with direct current continuously applied.
The diSCUSsion Which follows assumes
that the reader understands the basic pbysicsof
what happeIlS when a current pulse is applied to
the winding on a toroidal core of magnetic material with a rectangular d-cbysteresis J.oop such as
shown in Figure 1. lJbe diSCUSSion is .l1m1ted to
th~ core parameterf'. described beJ.ow,. tested under
pulse conditions such as those commonly found in
computer logic circuits.
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The parameters of lDajor interest to bobbin core users are' as follows (refer to Figure 1):
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(- CPR) to positive saturation (+ ~M)';
The drive input (ll) required to achieve this flux change;
The switchin time T
taken by the core to undergo the flux change
1 at the stated drive;
The 0 en circuit volta e er turn V) developed by this change in
flux.
Voltage is directly proportional to the time rate of change
of flux);
-The minor flux change ( to) which occurs in going from + ct> R to + cP W
or vice versa.
The minor open circuit voltage per turn (Vo) developed by the minor
. flux change C; 0 •
The minor drive which represents the thr~shold of drive between srttching and non-switching of the core.
The mean length of magnetic path for the core, the actual cross-sectional area of core metal, and the area enclosed by the bobbin crosssection.

(

a.

(
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Total Flux Change <J> 1 max.

This parameter is controlled
primarily by the amount of magnetic material in the core. It is essentially
independent of drive when the drive is
sufficient to saturate the core., and is
proportional to the area a of magnetic
material measured at the cross-section
of the core as shown in Figure 2. It
is common to find specifications which
fix this cross-sectional area, (and
thereby fix the total flux change in
g=~NO.OF WRAPS)(W)(TAPE THICKNESS)
the core) by calling out a particular
DWG. NO. A -1$0.
number of wraps of tape of fixed thickFIGURE 2
ness and width. other specifications
commonly call for a core to sustain a eertain <PI and leave the number of wraps
required to the core manufacturer.

<PI

The practice at Dynacor.1 Inc. is to use
max. as a basic classification parameter for bobbin cores, becaUSe it is a parameter of principal significance in virtually all circuit designs.

cP

For normal production 1 it is common to hold
1 to ±lO~. A tolerance
'tABLB I
of ±5~ may be achieved economically
_1.
and Converslcm Factora
where tolerances on the other param.~
eters, discussed subsequently, are
MKB _ts
IOUtipller
EMU (cas) _ts
Widened.
<PI may be expressed in
x
..,ter
• 10-2
Centillloter
Maxwells (EMU system) or Webers (MKS
kll.ogram
• 10- 3
gram
system) . Refer to Table I for conx
.e._
1
x
.
e
.
o
nd
version factors. Note that flux
Magnetic Field Strensth
A!Ilp~;urea =
x Oersted
in any core is related to the flux
or IntensIty (H)
_omotlve For.e (7)
Ampere-turea. lO/h
x Gilberts
density B by the expression:
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where a is the area of magnetic material shown in Figure 2. B may be expressed
in Gauss (!! in square centimeters) for the EMU system, or in Webers per square
meter for the MKB system..
b.

0'

Drive Input (H)

The drive input under which the core develops the flux change CPl
should be completely defined in a:ny bobbin core specification. The significant
parts of this definition are: pulse amplitude, rise time, pulse width, and
polarity sequence (generally called pulse logic). Figure 3 describes these parameters as well as the necessary reset pulse parameters.
The drive input is generally expressed
in terms of field strength (H) or lDS.gnetomotive force (~).

90%-__#'---.....
50% ---fit-'
10%

Dr
.4 NI

TD MEASURED AT 50% AMPLITUDE POINTS
TR MEASURED BETWEEN 10% AND 900/0 AMPLITUDE POINTS

(2)
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where ~ is the mean length of magnetic
path of the core in centimeters and NI
is in ampere-turns. The units for H are eithet- ampere ..turns per meter (MKS system)
or Oersteds (EMU system). The units forr are either ampere-turns, in the MKB
system, or Gilberts, in the EMU system (See Table I.)
FIGUBE 3

c.

Switching Time (TSW)

The switching time of a bobbin core is the time it takes for the core
to change its flux from - 4>R to + cP.M at some specific drive input. In contrast
to the total flux change parameter C:I> lIlSX. which is dependent primarily upon
the cross-sectional area of the core,lTsw is a parameter dependent upon many
things, including the metallurgical structure of the tape.
TSW is affected by (1) drive pulse amplitude H, (2) drive pulse rise
time TR, (3) heat treatment or anneal experienc.ed by the core, (4) tape thickness, and (5) the magnetic viscosity of the tape. Under pulse conditiOns, TSW
and H are related by the curve shawn in
Figure 4. The magnetic viscosity coefH
ficient is proportional to the slope of
the linear portion of the curve, and is,
more or less, a constant for a particular lot of material.
SLOP~ =

Core characteristics may also
be described by the fam1lyof curves
which show the relationship between flux
change, drive current and pulse width,
(Figure 5 ~ In these curves the s'W1tching
time TSW is equal to or less than the
pulse ndth TD for values of

Ho

cP 1
ct> 1

of .95 or greater.

(H - Ho) t

1ft
DWG.NO,A-1511

lIlSX.

The values of

FIGURE 4
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FIGURE 5
are proportional to H in Oersteds. NIl is expressed in ampere-turns, and A is
the diameter at the bottom of the bobbin groove in inches.
Switching time may be defined as the time interval from the onset of
the drive pulse to the point where the core is fully switched. If the output
winding on the core is connected directly to an oscilloscope, the voltage pattern shown in Figure 6a is developed
when the core switches. If this same
winding is connected through an r-c network or electronic integrating circuit
to the scope, the volt-time integral of
the output pulse, which is equivalent
to the flux change </>1 appears in the
10%
form of the pattern shown in Figure 6b.
T
The drive pulse onset -point
and fully switched point are difficult
FIGURE 6a
FIGURE 6b
to determine in both of these patterns
because they occur where lines are tangent. Accordingly , it is generally understood in the industry that TSW may be measured at the 10~ amplitude level of the
output voltage pattern, or between the 10% and 90% amplitude points on the integrated flux pattern. The numerical values of TSW will be different, depending an
which pattern is used, because the 10% voltage level does not occur at the same
time as a 10% change in flux, or after a 90% change in flux.

OWG.NO.A-/5t2A

The measurement of TSW from 10% to 90% of the integrated flux pattern
is generally not recommended in production because differences in integrator constants and integrator loading characteristics make correlation of test equipment difficult. The conditions under which TSW is measured should be specifically called out in any speci~ication.
TSW is generally measured in microseconds, and tolerances of ±10% are
normal for production runs. A tolerance of ±5% can be achieved where tolerances
on other parameters are relaxed.

(

d.

Open Cicuit Voltage Per Turn (VI)
VI is the maximum open circuit voltage per turn developed in the core

-5-
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by the changing flux cPl and is given by the expression V = d cf>/dt where cf> =
f (t). (By "turns" we mean the number of turns of wire wound on the core, not
the number of wraps of tape in the core). When the input drive is sinUSOidal,
as is generally the case in magnetic amplifiers, these expressions reduce to:

c

V = 4.41+
Since bobbin cores are generally used under pulse conditiOns, measurements are usually made under such conditions, and these expressiOns reduce to:

(4)
A typical open circuit voltage wave form is shown in Figure 6a. The
area under the curve is proportional to
1. Since <P 1 is constant for any
given core, this area must be constant. Therefore, equation (4) and the Figure
6a show that VI is inversely proportional to TSW" Since Taw depends upon the
drive amplitude, VI will also be dependent upon this amplitude.

cp

For normal production, it is COlIDDOn to hold VI to ±10~. Tighter tolerances can be achieved by relaxing tolerances on
and TSW and vice versa.
In view of the relationship of VI, and
and TSW shown in equation (4) preceding, specifications should not fix all three parameters independently without full knowledge of constant "Kif for the particular "heat" of core material.

q>l

e.

<PI

Noise Flux Change ( CPO)

The minor flux change, or noise flux, is developed whenever a core,
which has just been switched, is pulsed a second time in the same direction as
the switching pulse. When the pulse comes on, the core goes from + <PR to +
M
Figure 1, and when it shuts off~ the core retraces the path from +
Moack
down to + R .
0 is shown in Figure 6b.

cp

cP

cP

. -L/

q,

Like the flux change CPl max. the noise flux <PO has a magnitude proportional to the cross-sectional area of the core. In addition, CPo is also
affected by the amplitude of the drive pulse, the tape thickness, and the heat
treatment or anneal experienced by the core.
<Po may be expressed in Webers or Maxwells, and should be specified
for a particular drive amplitude. Bobbin cores with '<PO in the range of 310 to 1010
of
1 max. are available in normal production, depending upon the drive amplitude and switch time specifications, and the tape thickness used in the core.

cp

"Squareness ratio" is a term which is sometimes used to define the
quality of a magnetic core with rectangular hystereSis loop characteristics.
There are numerous definitions of "squareness ratio", but the most common is the
ratio BR/BM• The use of this ratio in the application of bobbin cores to digital
pulse circuit technology is derived from its use in the magnetic amplifier field,
but it is inconvenient because neither BR nor BM is directly measured under
pulse conditions.
Dynacor, Inc:;J;c
siders that a more appropriate way to express core
quality is the ratio

1

max.

~

both parts of which are actually measured with

-6-
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production test equipment. This ratio, called the "noise ratio", is related to
the BRf~ squareness ratio by the following:
1-

=

CPo
CPl max.

Cl>o

l+~---

cPl max.
It should be noted that as the noise ratio approaches zero, the :aw'~ squareness
ratio appr0aches one from less than one.
Specifications which include a squareness ratio or noise ratio factor
should include a drive amplitude at which the ratio is to be measured, as well
as a clear definition of the term. A Miller Integrator circuit for measuring
4> 1 and CPo is shawn on page 9.
f.

Open Circuit Noise Voltage Per Turn (VO)

The noise voltage is the maximum volts per turn developed when the core
experiences the flux change CPO' Its magnitude is dependent primarily upon the
rise time TR of the drive pulse and the magnitude of
which in turn, is affected by the drive amplitude, the tape thickness, and: the anneal or heat treatment experienced by the core. Specifications 'Which call out a specific Vo should
also fix the pulse rise time TR . Figure 6a shows VO'

PO'

g.

Minor Drive

r,

The threshold region of
below which no switching occurs and
above which the core is fully switched, is the region of the minor drive. Where
the applied drive is cyclic at a rate approaching d-,c, the point on the H axis,
where cp is zero numerically, is called the coercive force

He.

The limits of the threshold region are important because they fix the
minimum drive required to achieve the flux change CPl' as well as the maximum
drive which may be permitted in the core circuit 'Where no .switching or flux
change is desired. While it is generally important to the bobbin core user that
the limits of the threshhold region be kept constant within a core lot" and from
lot to lot, absolute values in Oersteds or ampere-turns are not important except
when the core specification is origjnaJly generated from the circuit requirements.
Accordingly, production tests may not measure these threshhold limits but often
will merely seek to assure that they are within s,!>ecified regions.
The shape of the dynamic B-H (hysteresis) loop of a core depends upon
the wave form and frequency of the applied drive. A family of these loops is
shown in Figure 7. Under pulse conditions, the rise time ~ is usually so short
that the pulse amplitude H is reached before more thana small flux change takes
place. Under these conditions, with an unloaded core, the loop described approximates a parallelogram" the width of 'Which is dependent upon the amplitude of
the drive pulse. The limits of the threshhold region lmder pulse conditions are
further out on the H axis of the B-H loop than for the 400 cycle loop shown in
Figure 7 because the pulse widths normally used in computer applicatiOns are.
extremely short - on the order of 20 microseconds or less. This implies that

-7-
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permeability, the ratio B/H., has littl.e
:meaning in the specif'ication of' a bobbin eore tested under pulse conditions.

o

The d-c He f'or l./8 mil. 4-79
molypermal.l.oy is generally in the region of' 0.07 Oersted. but the upper limit of' the threshol.d region associated
'With bobbin cores operating under pulse
conditions may be several. times this
val.ue.

1---

400 "-

h.

I

I

DWG. NO. A -/513

FIGURE 7

pgysical. Sizes

PUL&E

At the present time, physical.
stand..ardization in the bobbin core industry is lim1ted to bobbin dimensions,
and is the resul.t of' new users copying
the bobbins of' others in the fiel.d.
Bobbins are commonl.y cl.ass1f'ied by the

width of'. tape they 'Will accept and by their groove diameter.
It can be assumed that 11ttle erro1j is introduced into circuit cal.cul.ations if' the mean l.ength of' magnetic path_)(..,_ is assumed to be the circumference
at the bottom of the bobbin groove.. However, when cOlIlJ?aring the performance of
cores of different groove diameter or diff'erent 9 l max. levels, the error of
this assumption may be signif'icant. Equation 6 beIow may be used in such circumstances to provide a closer approximation of the true mean length of magnetic
path f'or each of' the cores under consideration:

(r:)

(6)
where C.L is the ·mean. length correction factor in inches per ~ell and is proportional. to the ratio of et'fective bobbin groove depth to the f.llllS.X. of the
largest core which coul.d be pl.aced on the bobbin under consideration.
In selecting the proper bobbin for a specif'ic core, consideration is
given to the buildup resul.ting from the 1nsul.ation which must be applied to the
surf'aces of' the tape in order to prevent 'Welding during the heat treatment, and
reduce eddy current losses in operation. Since insul.ation thickness is constant
and independent of' tape thickness, it can be shown that for a f'ixed bobbin sl.ot
depth, the cross-section area of' actual. core material., and therefore the CPJ, max.
sustainabl.e in the core increases as the tape thickness is increased from 1/8
mil through 1 mil.

The area enclosed by the bobbin cross-section and the protective jacket
determines the cross-section area of' the toroids.l. winding. The ratio of' thts
actual. core material. eross-section to the total. cross-section is an important
factor in the figure of' merit of' the toroidal. winding and is critical. in high
Speed pulse applications. This ratio may be increased to better the .figure of
merit by reducing the thicknesses of' the bobbin wal.l. and the protective jacket.
Ceramic bobbin wal.ls are normal.l.y on the order of' .030" thick, but some stainless steel bobbin wal.ls measure as thin as .005".

-8-
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SPECIFICATION CHECK LIST
To sl.1lllll8r1ze i the foll.owing data should be included to lIIS.k.e u;p a complete specification for a bobbin core:
Physical. Characteristics
1.

'I

2.

3.

Bobbin material. and dimensions.
Tape material and dimensions.
Protective jacket.

Electrical. t.rest Conditions (Figure 3)
1.

2.

3.

4.

Drive and reset pulse amplltudes and shapes (Il and 12 for single
turn drive 'Windings; NIl and NI2 for N turn drive winding).
Drive and reset pulse rise times ~.
Drive and reset pulse widths (Tn).
Pulse logic pattern.

Core Performance Characteristics (Fi 6PFe
1.

2.

3.

2)

<P 1 with tolerance and TSW with tolerance, and how measured, or
Vl with tolerance and TSW with tolerance and how measured.
¢> a with tolerance or
Va with tolerance, at specific TR if different from above.

(
MILLER INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT
250 VOC

RIPPLE

~.---------.---------~-------------.------------------------------

5UV UAX·
68K
1W

100n~w

68K
1W

6VOC

6AU6 FILAUfNTS

56K
1W
20 f.L F
450V

.------1-+

20IJ.F
450V

OUTPUT
---.

33K

2W

OW(} A-1651
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TABLE II - SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

Maximum

o

flux, maximum flux density

Residual flux, residual flux density
Flux change under any pulse condition
Flux change from -¢R to +¢M
Flux change from +¢R to +¢M
H

Drive field strength
Drive magnetamotive force
Drive set and reset current pulse amplitudes
Drive pulse rise time, pulse width
Switching time

4\

Maximum open circuit volts per turn developed by flux
change cP l '

Vo

Maximum open circuit volts per turn developed by flux

change
a

CPO'

Core material cross sectional area
Core magnetic path length

N

Number of turns in winding through the core
Frequency of drive input
Mean length correction factor
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